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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter is divided into two sub-chapters. The first sub-chapter is the conclusion, which serves 

to summarize the whole findings and discussions provided in the previous chapter. Then, the 

second one is the suggestion, which covers the recommendation for further research. 

1.1 Conclusions 

This study investigates how Pantene Indonesian and Pantene international ads verbally and 

visually represent the image of women with beautiful strong hair and their differences by means 

of Halliday’s transitivity system (2014) and Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (2006) point of view. This 

study also focuses on what the differences signify. 

Based on the findings, it is found that the image of women with beautiful strong hair 

represented is visually seen through three parts of analysis: representational meaning, interactional 

meaning, and compositional meaning. In representational meaning, the predominant process that 

is done by the represented participants in the ads investigated is narrative - action process. Based 

on the analysis, both International and Indonesian ads show a presence of vector that comes from 

the represented participant's hand movements. This shows that represented participants have a 

purpose to show strong beautiful hair to the viewers. In addition, the predominant circumstance 

that is used by both Pantene Indonesian and International ads is a circumstance of means. 

In terms of interactional meaning, the aspects of demand gaze, frontal, and medium shots 

are predominant in both Pantene International and Indonesia ads. The aspects of demand gaze, 

frontal, and medium shots are predominant in both Pantene International and Indonesia ads. This 

can be interpreted that the represented participant is represented as a person who is socially close 

to the interactive participant. In terms of demand gaze, when the represented participant is looking 

directly to the viewers, they demand the viewers look at her appearances. Additionally, frontal is 

associated with an attitude of involvement whereby the viewers are invited to become part of the 

world depicted in the image.  

 Compositionally, this study finds that there is a predominance of a given-new layout for 

Pantene Indonesian ads. Regarding this, represented participants act as given information while 

Pantene products are depicted as new information. In Pantene International ads, there are two 
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layouts chosen namely center and margins and given - new layout. In the center-margin, the 

represented participant is placed as the center of the images, and for a given-new layout represented 

participants are placed as the new information of ads. 

Verbally, by employing the transitivity analysis, the type of process used predominantly in 

the investigated advertisements is a material process, followed by a relational process., Based on 

the analyzed text, most of the ads show Pantene as the actor. Playing the role as the actor, Pantene 

is illustrated in ‘doing’ positive action. Meanwhile, through the relational process, the attributive 

process is more predominant than its identifying counterpart in Pantene Indonesian ads. By 

contrast, the identifying process appears more frequently in Pantene International ads. 

Based on the visual and verbal analysis, this study finds that Pantene Indonesian ads better 

describe women with strong hair as something that is coveted by all women in Indonesia. 

Meanwhile, in Pantene International ads, the figure of a woman with strong hair is described as a 

beautiful woman. The difference shown from each of these types of ads can show the meaning of 

the message to be conveyed. In the Pantene Indonesian advertisement, it can be seen that they use 

the implicit persuasive method whereas, in the International Pantene, they use the persuasive 

method which is seen by viewers explicitly. 

Additionally, based on the investigation of this research, both types of ads tend to make 

their own criteria on beautiful women. Therefore, the formed perception is women who do not 

have the criteria according to the ads are not beautiful. Furthermore, to get a look in accordance 

with these criteria, the solution given by the advertisement is to use Pantene’s products. This 

supports the findings of Lilora and Chovanec (2012) who conduct research on cosmetic surgery 

leaflets. They disclose that there appear to be several discursive moves that underlie the 

multimodal construction and draw on the prevalent ideologies of femininity. 

 

1.2 Suggestion 

 

Based on the conclusion above, there are some suggestions proposed for further studies. The next 

researchers should try to explore the differences of the representation between Indonesia ads and 

International ads in other kinds of media, such as television advertisements and social media 

advertisements. To add more, the next researcher may also combine qualitative data with 
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quantitative data in order to get a more comprehensive description. The use of viewers’ sight might 

be helpful in getting people’s perspectives on the representation. 

 Additionally, the next researchers should try to explore how to analyzed visual modes more 

than three steps of representational meaning, interactional meaning and compositional meaning. 

The further researcher should try to analyze the modality, margins and color of the images to 

produce a more in-depth analysis on visual modes.  

 


